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Diffusion problem with a specification of considering liquid redistribution from a
thin interlayer between two semi-infinite media in contact is developed. The basic
approach involves an integral approach defining finite depths of penetration of the
diffusant into the media and fractional half-time derivative of the boundary (at the
interface) concentration. The approach is straightforwardand avoids cumbersome
calculations based on the idea to develop entire domain (for each of the contacting
bodies)solutions.Theresultsarecomparedtoclassicalsolutions,whentheyexist.
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Introduction
Thediffusionproblemswithspecification ofenergyormassarenon-linearonesdueto
the imposed no-local conditions and encountered in many practical situations. The present arti-
cle addresses a parabolic problem with a specification of mass with in case of two interaction
media(bodies) in contact. This problem, in accordance with the literature background, has been
considered in a short communication [1] about 30 years ago and practically undeveloped so far.
Now, we propose a new solution based on an integral approach and involving fractional
semi-derivatives
Problem background
The mass (liquid) redistribution in virgin media at constant or variable conditions im-
posed by the penetrating liquid at the boundary interface is a problem relevant to many techno-
logical processessuchasbonding ofpaper[2],wood[3],bonding ofmetals[4,5],dental medi-
cine [6, 7], bone repairing [8], etc. Commonly during the process the filler liquid is imposed at
the boundary x = 0 as a limited amount of substance (a momentary source) in the form of a thin
layerwiththicknessnegligible withtherespecttothescalesofthecontacting bodieswhichhave
to be bonded.
There exist two approaches in modelling the liquid penetration process, namely:
(a) Transient diffusion with constant concentration at the boundary x = 0 which is commonly
used in modeling the transient liquid phase bonding of metal alloys where a thick layer of a
bonding metal (which consequently meltsand penetrates) is used [4, 5, 9]. These models are
commonly solved analytically as Stefan problems [10].
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conditionrelevanttoaninstantaneous releaseofalimitedamountofmassfromathinlayerat
x = 0 and decaying in time [1, 11]. The problem is relevant to paper bonding, powder
sintering, and many other technological process and developed in this article.
Additional to its practical importance, the problem is, to some extent, a mathematical
challenge referring to case which are mainlysolved numerically [12, 13] or by complex analyti-
cal techniques [1, 14]. In the dominating cases the problem of interest is a semi-infinite medium
[1,12]orareasoflimitedsize[14]withspecification ofmass(energy).Theproblemisalsorele-
vant to transient heat conduction where short limited pulse of energy is released at the boundary
by a thin high-conductivity layer.
Thepresentworkpresentsanewsolution relevant toredistribution ofmassfromathin
layer between two dissimilar bodies in contact under an integral (non-local) condition. It is
shown that these areseparate diffusion processes with atime-dependent condition at the bound-
ary (x = 0) which depends on the diffusivities of the bodies. The problem with such a formula-
tion is solved by applying integral approach and time-fractional semi-derivatives [15].
Problem formulation
The governing equation describing the diffu-
sion process of mass redistribution between the
contacting bodies (see fig. 1) is:
¶
¶
¶
¶
C
t
D C
x
xt     
2
2 0 ,,  (1a)
The initial conditions refer to the entire areas
of the bodies are:
C(x, 0)x0 = 0 (1b)
as well as the far-field condition of virgin media,
namely:
C(x, t)x– =C (x, t)x+ = 0 (1c)
The transport characteristics (diffusivities) of both bodies are:
D = D1(x<0),D = D2(x>0 ) (1d)
with a condition at the interface x =0 :
C1(x, t)x–0 =C 2(x, t)x= 0 (1e)
The integral condition is described in general as
Cxt x Mt t C xt x C xt x (,) () , , (,) (,) do r d d    




0 12
0 

 


Mt t () , 0
0

(2a,b)
where M(t) represents the amount of mass released by thin layer.
Ingeneral,thediffusionproblemswithintegral conditions like(2a)aresolvednumeri-
cally [13]. Because of that, the present article focuses on an explicit analytical solution which
can be easily developed and applied to various formsof the source function M(t) defined by the
integralcondition; themostinterestingofthemarethe“constantsource”anthe“infinitesource”
[16].
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Figure 1. Schematic view of the physical
problem of a mass redistribution between
contacting bodies Note 1: About the units used in the model
Inordertomakeclearallfurtherexpressions, wehavetoaddressthedimensionsofthe
termsin the equations of the model. For better presentation of the solution and the commentson
it, we especially avoid the non-dimensionalization, which, to some extent, in the case of frac-
tional equations is impossible. First of all, if SI units are used, then the dimensions of M(t)i sk g
or kg/s. Hence, if we have M(t) in kg, then C(x, t) has a dimension kg/m because we have 1-D
problem. In this context, when x = 0, the surface concentration C(x, t)x	–
  C(x, t)x	+0 = Cs(t)
has a dimensions kg/s (see further the mass balance expressed in the form of eqs. (25a-d). Fur-
ther,becausetheterms D emergeinmanyoftheexpressionsinthiswork,wehave D [ms–1/2]
because D [m2s–1].
Solution
The mass balance
Let us assume that there are finite penetration depths of the liquid in both media i. e.
d1(x <0 )a n dd2(x > 0).This leads to a new form of eq. (2b), namely:
C xtx C xtxM tt (, ) (, ) ( ) , 12
0
0 2
1
0 dd    
d
d
(3a)
Moreover, with this assumption the boundary conditions (1c) are replaced by:
Ct Ct 11 22 0 (, ) (, ) dd  (3b)
and ¶
¶
¶
¶
Ct
x
Ct
x
11 22 0
(, ) (, ) dd
 (3c)
The integration of the governing equations for each body with respect to the space
co-ordinates x1 and x2 yields: ¶
¶
¶
¶
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(4a)
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(4b)
Now,applying consequently the Leibniz ruletothe LHSofeqs.(4a)and (4b)and then
a summation, we get:
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()
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x xx
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2
2 0  
 (5)
The result (5) simply expresses the physical process that the variation in the quantity of
the liquid in time is balanced by the fluxes into both media. In this context, we have simple diffu-
sionproblemsineachofthemediawithatime-varyingboundaryconditionatx	–0andx	+0,
i.e. x=0.Thisformulatesanewproblemdefiningthevariationofthesurface(boundary)concen-
tration Cs(t).
The surface (boundary) concentration atx=0
Approach 1
Splitting the parabolic eq. (1a) using the exponential rule in terms of
Riemann-Liouville (RL)fractional semi-derivativewegettwofractional half-timesubdiffusion
equations [15, 17] , namely:
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Recall, we have zero initial conditions that allows applications of RL derivatives and
those of the Caputo sense, too.
Now, taking into account the boundary condition (1e), and denoting C(x, t)x	–
 
 C(x, t)x	+0 = Cs(0, t) we may express (6a, b) as:
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t
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Here D t
1/2Cs denotes a time-fractional RL derivative (operator) 1/2/t1/2, where [15]:
¶
¶G
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1
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/
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tu
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

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
d
d
d
d (8a)
In this context, the time-fractional integral –1/2/t–1/2 [15] is:
Dd t
1/2  


1
12 0 G()
(, )
/
Cxu
tu
u
t
(8b)
In eqs. (8a) and (8b), u is a dummy variable and G(1/2) = p.
Moreover, we can use further the notation Cs/x for the derivatives Cs/x|x	–
 and
Cs/x|x	+
.
Hence the mass balance eq. (5) can be expressed as:
¶
¶
¶
¶
Mt
t
DD
C
x
s ()
()   12 (9a)
with the expressions about ¶Cs/x from (7a, b) and substitution in (9a) we get:
1 12
(
() /
DD
Mt
t
Cs
12
D


¶
¶
(9b)
Recall, D t
–1f = 0
t fdt and applying the operator D–1 (RL sense) to both sides of eq. (9b)
we get an equation about Cs:
D t
1/2  

C
Mt
DD
s
()
12
(10a)
Then, the solution is:
Ct
Mt
DD
s()
()










D t
1/2
12
(10b)
Approach 2
Let us consider other wayto develop the result of(10b). Wewill demonstrate how this
can be done avoiding the use of the notation C(x, t)x	–0 = C(x, t)x	+0 = Cs(0, t).
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that yields:
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After application of the same approach to the time-fractional sub eqs. (7a) and (7b),
and a consequent summation we get:
() ( ) / dd 12
12
12    D CC DD ss (11b)
Eliminating the sum d1 + d2 from eqs. (11a) and (11b) we have:
D12
12
1 /
()
()
C
DD
Mt
t
s 

¶
¶
(11c)
Hence, we got the result of (9b) by a double integration which is a common technique
in the heat-balance integral method [18, 19], thus avoiding errors in approximation of the space
derivative at x = 0. Approach 2 allows explicitly demonstrating the physical sound of the as-
sumption of the final penetration depths expressed by the condition (3b). Recall, the integration
withrespecttothespaceco-ordinate intheApproach 1canbeperformedin[–,]instead [–d1,
d2]: the result will be the same as in (9b) and (11c).
 Note 2: About the correct relation of the flux to the fractional time derivative
The correct relationship between the flux and the time semi-derivative for the diffu-
sion equation [15] is (the left-side medium equation, for example):
 
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

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¶ p
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x D
Cx t
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t
1
1
12
1
1 1 0 (,)
(,)
(,) / D (12a)
However, due the initial condition (1b) we have:

¶
¶
Cx t
x D
Cx t 1
1
12
1
1 (,)
(,) / D (12b)
This relationship was used in the development of the problem and will be utilized fur-
ther in the text.
Some cases in relation to the function M(t)
The solutions (9b) and (11c) are straightforward and depend on type of the function
M(t). In this context, four types of M(t) functions are exemplified briefly, namely:
(a) Instantaneous load of limited amount of liquid M0 = const. at t =0 ,x =0
In this case the solution is straightforward:
Ct
M
DD t
M
DD
s() / 











D12 0
12
0
12
1
p
(13a)
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With a ramp function M(t)=kMt we have M(t)/t = kM = const. and from eq. (9b) we
get the solution:
DC
k
DD
C
k
DD
t
s
M
s
M 12
12 12
2 / 


 p
(13b)
(c) Exponential increase, i. e. M(t) = exp(at).
From eq. (10b) we have:
Ct D
t
DD DD t
e s
at ()
exp( )
( / 
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(d) Exponential decay, i. e.M ( t) = exp(–bt)
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DD DD t
daw t s()
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¶ pp
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/
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t
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t
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b
b  (14d)
were daw( t) = (1/2) pexp(–t) is the Dawson function [15].
These numerical examples only show what types of time-dependent boundary condi-
tions emerge when the integral condition (2b) varies. Some simple cases will be resolved next
by two classical approaches involving the Duhamel convolution integral [20] and Laplace
transforms.
Concentration profiles
General approach by the Duhamel integral
Now,weknowtheconcentration atx=0andthesolutionforeachoftwobodiescanbe
expressed through the Duhamel convolution integral, namely
Cx t C
Sx t
t
s
t
1
1
0
(,) ()
(, )


 t
t
t
¶
¶
d (15a)
Cx t C
Sx t
t
s
t
2
2
0
(,) ()
(, )


 t
t
t
¶
¶
d (15b)
Theapplication ofthe Duhamelintegrals isvalid due tothe zeroinitial conditions (1b)
and (1c). The functions S1(x, t) and S2(x, t) are solutions obtained when there is a unit step
changeCs
0 =1a tx =0 .
With S(t) = 1– erf(–x/ 4Dt ) = erfc(–x/ 4Dt ), we have :
Cx t
Dt
C
x
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t
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(15a), we have the classic solution (see example 5-2 in [20] ) for Cs(t):
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Recall, the negative sign in exponent of eqs. (17a,b) does not alter due to the fact that
leftsidemedium concentration (C1)variesalongtheaxis(0,–)becauseafterthedetermination
of the surface concentration Cs the problem splits into two independent diffusion problems in
semi-infinite media. If the sign in expresion (7a) alters to a positive this yields a growing with
thespacevariableconcentration whichunphysical.Hence,afterthedeterminationofCswehave
two-classic transient diffusion problems with time-dependent boundary condition at x =0 .
With this simple example we only demonstrate that the new solution using fractional
semi-derivatives results in a well-known classical result. The analysis, in the next section, how-
ever, will avoid this approach due the complexity in the direct evaluation of the Duhamel inte-
gral when the function M(t) is different from M0 = const. We stress the attention on short-time
solutions as it is explained next.
Laplace transforms and short-time solutions
Laplace transforms of the time convolution
In order to avoid the cumbersome calculations of the Duhamel integrals emerging
whendifferentfunctionsofM(t)aredefinedweusetheapproachwiththeLaplacetransform,re-
membering that the solution is a time-convolution represented in two equivalent forms as:
Cxt
Ct
t
Sxt Cxt C t
Sxt
t
s
s (,)
()
(,) (,) ()
(,)

¶
¶
¶
¶
or (18a)
The Laplace transform (denoting for simplicity  () Ct s = Cs(t)/t of the time convolu-
tion is [15]:
LCxt LC tSxt C xs C sSxs sL s [( , ) ] [  () (,) ] (,)  () (,)   (18b)
We will continue further with the case of a ramp function M(t)=kMt satisfying the in-
tegral condition (2b). In the case of a rampfunction M(t)=kMt, we have [15] a unit step solution
expressed by the error-function and its image is (L() is the Laplace operator):
Sxt x
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s
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with Cs =2 kM/( DD 12  ) t/p the Laplace transform of its time-derivative is:
 () [ () ] Ct
k
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k
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Hence, the image CL(x, s) is (left-side medium, for example):
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The inverse Laplace transform (when a > 0) of the image CL(x, s) expressed by eq.
(19c) [15] is:
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Hence, the concentration profile (the left-side medium) is:
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Short-time solutions
However, in many cases such simple inverse transform could be impossible, and we
might be interested in short time-solutions taking into account that the problem developed is a
model of many short-time technological processes as it was mentioned at the beginning.
If we look for short-time solutions, then for seek of simplicity assuming a = 1 in eq.
(19c) (in fact a = x2/D1 is the time-scale of the process) and applying the Laplace transform we
get the image:
Ca s
s
ss
L(, )
exp( )


1 (21a)
The asymptotic expansion (performed by Maple) of CL(a =1 ,s) is:
Ca s
ss s
s L(, ) e x p  




 	 1 11
 (21b)
Then, taking into account that s 	  means t 	 0 [21] by the inverse transform of eq. (21b), we
get a short time solution in case of a ramp load M(t)=kMt, namely:
Ca t t
t t
(, ) e x p   
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
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
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  12 1
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Integral characteristic of the process and related parameters
Mass redistribution between the media
From a practical point of view it is quite important to know the amounts of liquid “ab-
sorbed” by the media as functions of the time. This integral characteristic of the process will be
determined next in two cases.
(a) Final redistribution of mass at t 	 
First, integrating the governing equations of each of medium (see eqs.4a, b) with re-
spect to the space co-ordinate and then applying the Leibniz rule, we get:
d
dt
Mt D
C
x x
11
1
1 0
()

¶
¶
(22a)
d
dt
Mt D
C
x x
22
2
2 0
()

¶
¶
(22b)
Mt Mt M t 12 () () ()  (22c)
On the other hand, the half-time fractional relationships at x = 0 presented by eqs. (6a)
and (6b) allow (22a) and (22b) to be expressed as (the left-side medium, for example):
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d
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Now, with eq. (10a) we read:
Mt D C s 11 () D t
1/2 (23b)
Therefore, with M(t)=M0 (see 10a) and taking into account that D t
1/2(1/ t)= p,w e
read:
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1
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Similarly, for the right-side medium, we have:
Mt M 2
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12
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D
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(23d)
On the other hand, the exact concentration profile in this case (left-side medium) is
presentedbyeq.(17a).Theintegration withrespecttothespaceco-ordinatedefinesthemassac-
cumulated by the medium M1(t), namely:
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Hence,theresultisthesameasthateq.(see23c)obtained bytheintegralapproach and
the fractional semi-derivative eqs. (6a, b). The relationships (23c) and (23d), however, do not
account the time and, in fact, are valid for the final (after a long time) redistribution if the liquid
between the media in contact
(b) Temporal redistribution of mass
Let us consider, the fact that the amount of liquid redistributed between the bodies for
a given time tcrit is:
Mt C t t s
tcrit
red crit d () ( )  
0
(25a)
Recall, the dimension of Cs(t) is kg/s. Therefore, we have an integral relation:
Cx t x C x t x M t t t 1
0
2
0
0 (,) (,) ( ) , dd red crit crit    "




(25b)
Then, the total mass balance at any time t is:
C xt x C xt x C t Mt M t Mt s 1
0
2
0
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)( ) Ct s (25c, d)
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0 (,)    dxisinkg/s.
In the case of M(t)=M0, the redistributed mass at a given time t through eq. (12a) and
(25a) at x =0( i. e. removed from the thin interlayer and absorbed by the contacting media) is:
MtM
tD D
red ()









0
12
1 11
p
(26)
The relationship (26) is dimensionally homogeneous because the second term in the
brackets has a dimension 1/m (see Note 1).
Therefore at any time t > 0 the value of M0 – Cs(t) should replace M0 in eqs. (23c) and
(23d), because the current concentration Cs (at any time t) and its gradients to both sides of the
interfacex=0isrelatedtoitstime-fractionalderivatives–seeeqs.(6a)and(6b),andtheintegral
mass balance (eq. 5), as well. Hence, the mass accumulated by the left-side medium, for exam-
ple, is:
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Hence, with eq. (27c) we got the result of (24b).
Penetration depths
If we chose the depth d1 defined by a line demarcating the front of the liquid penetration
into the mediumand assume that at x = d1 the concentration C1(d1, t)i sC1(d1, t)=eC where e 1.
In this way, we avoid directlyto introduce C1(d1,t)in eq. (17a). This approach in the case M(t)=
= M0 = const. leads to:
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The concentration Cs is defined by eq. (12a) and then, we get:
d
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Hence,forexamplewithe=0.01thepenetration depthisd1(e =0.01) 4.029 Dt 1 ,while
with e = 0.001 we have d1(e = 0.01)   5.25 Dt 1 .
However,thisisthesimplestcaseallowingthecompleteanalyticalsolutiontobeused,
but when the exact solution is impossible to be developed, other approach should be applied.
Let us consider eq. (22a) and integrate it again with respect to the space co-ordinates,
namely:
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Hence, with the initial condition d1(t =0 )=0w ehave:
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In the simplest case M(t)=M0 = const., the penetration depth d1(t) taking in account
eqs. (23b) or (24b) and (12a) is:
d1
1
1 0564 () . t
Dt
Dt  
p
(30c)
Thedifferencesinthepre-factorofthelengthscale Dt 1 ineqs.(25b)and(30c)isdue
tothedifferencesintheapproaches usedtoestimatethepenetration depth.Intheformercasewe
replace the boundary x 	 – by x = d1 at which C1(d1, t)=eCs and use the exact solution. The
second approach expressed by eqs. (26) , (4a, b), and (5), and suggests that the function C1(x, t)
satisfies the governing eq. (1a) in average, which is the basic principle of the integral-balance
method [18]. The differences in the fronts of the penetration layers developed by the exact solu-
tion and the integral-balance method are well analyzed and illustrated in [22].
Critical times
The time-dependent liquid penetration and redistribution of masscan be controlled by
some critical times:
(a) A critical time defining a limit in the concentration Cs at x =0 .
This condition comes fromphysical constrains of the process where after a certain pe-
riod of time subsequent to the application of the liquid at the interface between the two media a
polymerization of the adhesive, for example, begins.
We will illustrate this situation with two examples:
– a limit from below of the concentration Cs, i. e. Cs–min in time which is related to the case of
the instantaneous limited amount of liquid in M(t)=M0 = const. In this case, from (12a) we
have tc(Cs–min)a s
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(31)
This critical time, consequently defines the amounts M1(t) and M2(t) through the rela-
tionships (23c) and (23d).
– a limit of Cs from above, which implies a growing in time M(t).
With the simplest case of a ramp load M(t)=kMt the limit (Cs–max.) defines tc(Cs–max.)
through eq. (13a) as:
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Then, M1(t) and M2(t) through the relationships (23c) and (23d) can be estimated, and
all related characteristics of the process, as well.
(b) A critical time defined by a limit of the amount of liquid absorbed by the medium.
In this case, we have M1
crit(t) – similarly with M2
crit(t). Then, fromeq. (27b) and some
algebra we get:
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The present communication shows an application of the fractional calculus to a solu-
tion of practical problem commonly solved either analytically [1] or numerically [11-14]. The
approach involves the power of the fractional calculus to solve problems where both the func-
tionanditsderivative shouldbedeterminedsimultaneouslyattheinterfaces[23-25]withoutde-
velopment of entire domain solutions. The successful application of this approach allowed in
the case of the present problem to define the interface time-depended concentration Cs(t) much
easier that in the complicated and unclear analytical solution developed in [1]. In accordance
with the literature available such analytical solution has not been developed so far.
The main problem emerging in the solution of this problem is the non-linearity im-
posed by the non-local integral solution. The common approach used in solutions of such prob-
lems [11-14] is a differentiation of the integral condition with respect to the time, then applying
the Leibniz rule, thus transforming the non-local condition into a modified Neumann condition
(see for details ref. [13] and the analysis therein). To some extent, focusing only to the final re-
sults, the application of the integral approach used in this work provides a similar result, i. e.r e -
lates the time derivative of the integral condition to the gradient at x = 0. However, the apparent
similarities are only up to this moment, because the consequent application of time-fractional
semi-derivatives directly relates the surface flux (space derivatives) at x = 0 to the surface con-
centration Cs(t) without development of the entire domain solutions. Hence, we convert the ini-
tial problem into a transient diffusion (for each of the contacting media) with a time-dependent
condition Cs(t)a tx = 0. The next steps are well-known: either solutions by the convolution inte-
gralincaseofsimplefunctionsCs(t)orapproximatesolutionsbytheLaplacetransform,orsome
numerical methods.
Themaincontribution ofthepresent paper istheapproach tosuccessful determination
oftheinterfaceconcentration (intheinterlayer)whenthetwomediainteractandaffecttheredis-
tribution of the diffusant. The case of a single medium will be more easily understood [11-14]
from a physical point of view even though the approach demonstrated here is straightforward
applicable to it. The simple relation between the concentrations Cs(t) and the integral condition
M(t) through the fractional time semi-derivative allows easily defining the time-dependent
boundary condition at x =0 .
All other problems solved here as the amounts of mass redistributed and the critical
time are in fact, the practical outcomes of the problem solved. Once again, the simple relations
developed by the integral approach and the fractional semi-derivatives easily resulted in simple
and physically sound relationships.
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Nomenclature
C(x, t) – concentration (see also the comments in
– Note 1), [kgm
–1]
CL(x, s)– Laplace transform of C(x, t)
Cs(t) – the concentration at the interface x =0 ,
– [kgs
–1]
Cs–min. – limit from below of the interface
– concentration, [kgs
–1]
Cs–max. – limit from above of the interface
– concentration, [kgs
–1]
D – diffusivity, [m
2s
–1]
kM – pre-factorintherampmassloadfunction
– M(t), [s
–1],
M(t) – amount mass defined by the non-local
– integral condition, [kg] or [kgs
–1]
M1,M 2 – amounts of masses absorbed by the
– contacting media, [kg] or [kgs
–1]
M0 – amount mass defined by the non-local
– integral condition in case of
– instantaneous load at the interface
– x = 0, [kg]
Mred(t) – amount of mass redistributed from the
– onsetoftheprocessuptothetimet[kg],
– or [kgs
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